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		Routers are the glue that connects the pieces of your network. Even in the simplest networks, this isn't a simple task. Routers have evolved into highly specialized computing platforms, with extremely flexible but complex capabilities.Managing IP Networks with Cisco Routers is a practical guide to setting up and maintaining a production network. It discusses issues like how to select routing protocols and how to configure protocols to handle most common situations. It also discusses less esoteric but equally important issues like how to evaluate network equipment and vendors and how to set up a help desk. Although the book focuses on Cisco routers, and gives examples using Cisco's IOS, the principles discussed are common to all IP networks, regardless of the vendor you choose.This book is firmly grounded in the realities of day-to-day network management. It's designed to solve real-world problems, like: "How do I prevent my router from using unreliable information from other routers?" "How do I safeguard my router against attacks?" "How can I make my network more reliable?" If you're building or maintaining an IP network, you'll find this book indispensable.Topics covered include:

		
			Designing an IP network
	
			Evaluating equipment and vendors
	
			Selecting routing protocols
	
			Configuring common interior protocols (RIP, OSPF, EIGRP)
	
			Connecting to external networks and configuring exterior protocols (BGP)
	
			Ongoing network management: troubleshooting and maintenance
	
			Security and privacy issues
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AppleScript: The Definitive Guide, 2nd EditionO'Reilly, 2006
Mac users everywhere--even those who know nothing about programming--are discovering the value of the latest version of AppleScript, Apple's vastly improved scripting language for Mac OS X Tiger. And with this new edition of the top-selling AppleScript: The Definitive Guide, anyone, regardless of...
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CottonWoodhead Publishing, 2006
Cotton fiber is the purest source of cellulose and the most significant natural fiber. The economic significance of cotton in the global market is evident by its majority share (over 50%) among fibers for apparel and textile goods. Both the market value and the quality of cotton products are directly related to fiber quality. Competition with other...
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Transactions on Petri Nets and Other Models of Concurrency VIII (Lecture Notes in Computer Science)Springer, 2013

	The 8th volume of ToPNoC contains revised and extended versions of a selection of the best workshop papers presented at the 33rd International Conference on Application and Theory of Petri Nets and Other Models of Concurrency (Petri Nets 2012). The 10 papers cover a diverse range of topics including model checking and system verification,...
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Montreal & Quebec City For Dummies (Dummies Travel)For Dummies, 2006


	European flair and French joie de vivre — you’ll definitely find these

	elusive old-world qualities in Montréal and Québec City.

	Visiting Montréal is like escaping into a little corner of Europe, except

	that you don’t have to cross the Atlantic to get here. And Montréal

	doesn’t...
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High Voltage EngineeringNew Age Publications, 2006


	“High Voltage Engineering” has been written for the undergraduate students in Electrical

	Engineering of Indian and foreign Universities as well as the practising electrical

	engineers.





	The author developed interest in the field of High Voltage Engineering when he was a

	student at the Govt. Engineering...
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Seven Deadliest USB AttacksSyngress Publishing, 2010

	Do you need to keep up with the latest hacks, attacks, and exploits effecting USB technology? Then you need Seven Deadliest USB Attacks. This book pinpoints the most dangerous hacks and exploits specific to USB, laying out the anatomy of these attacks including how to make your system more secure. You will discover the best ways to defend...
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